
















The medieval college has long remained in the shadow of the monastery. Historians have devoted much more attention to communities of monks and nuns, even for the late medieval period when the college was a conspicuously more popular kind of foundation. This relative neglect results in part from the perception that the college was an inferior kind of monastery. David Knowles considered that ‘both in its religious and material framework it [the college] was, so to say, the lowest term to which the monastic idea could be reduced’, adopting ‘liturgical and other regulations which were neither so strict nor so comprehensive as those of the monastic life’.​[1]​ In the light of this negative comparison, one could probably make a good case for ignoring monasteries altogether in this volume, which seeks to understand the character and role of the college on its own terms. Nevertheless, we cannot escape the fact that the history of the college and the monastery is in many ways intertwined. Indeed, the strong similarity between the two institutions has been stressed by a number of writers. The greatest historian of the medieval college, Alexander Hamilton Thompson, wrote of late medieval chantry colleges that ‘in an age when monastic discipline was considerably relaxed, the constitutional differences between such establishments [colleges] and houses of canons regular were slight’. And more recently, Benjamin Thompson has argued that the main problem monasteries faced in the later Middle Ages was their great similarity to other kinds of religious foundations: ‘The religious houses of later medieval England look, therefore, as if they were interchangeable with secular churches of a similar size, a possibility reinforced by the easy transition which a few of them did in fact make to secular status’.​[2]​
Alongside this tendency to view colleges and monasteries as inherently similar, even interchangeable, sister institutions is the perception that they – like many siblings – were natural rivals, competing for patronage and lay recognition. Indeed the history of colleges and monasteries is often presented in confrontational terms, with alternate monastic and collegiate superiority achieved at the expense of the other. In tenth-century England, several minster churches were forcibly converted into monasteries during the ‘monastic revival’, a process that was reversed following the death of Edgar in 975.​[3]​ Then in the eleventh and twelfth centuries came the Gregorian Reform, with its desire to monasticise the Church. As is well known, reform resulted in a large number of minsters being transformed into monasteries (particularly houses of Augustinian canons), a process which could create a good deal of mutual hostility. Married canons were now the special target of criticism from reformers, and Peter of Blois’ view of Wolverhampton College as ‘this sty of pigs, this whore-house of Satan’ was not atypical.​[4]​ This clash between the collegiate and monastic forms can also be seen at cathedral level, with secular and monastic chapters. And we find, particularly in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, several diocesans establishing secular colleges as a makeweight for the monastic chapters of their cathedrals, which in more than one instance resulted in an acrimonious dispute – most famously with Archbishop Baldwin’s projected college at Hackington.​[5]​
The early and high Middle Ages, then, can readily appear as an era of conflict between the monastery and the college; and it is possible to present the late medieval period in a similar way, but this time with the college in the ascendant. Between 1300 and 1540, colleges were far more popular foundations than monasteries. While more than one hundred colleges were established over this period (not including academic colleges or comparable foundations, like hospitals and almshouses), only a handful of monasteries were founded after 1300. Wealthy benefactors were much more likely to put money into secular foundations than regular ones in the later Middle Ages, and several colleges such as Arundel, Fotheringhay and Newarke in Leicester took over from monasteries as favoured burial sites for major aristocratic families. Moreover, whereas in the twelfth century many colleges were converted into monasteries, in the later middle ages we find the transferring of property in the opposite direction, with a fair proportion of the former alien priory lands used to endow secular collegiate churches.​[6]​ This process continued during the fifteenth century with a number of monasteries dissolved in favour of academic colleges, culminating in Wolsey’s suppression of twenty-nine abbeys and priories for his twin colleges at Oxford and Ipswich.​[7]​ Even at the Dissolution of the monasteries, there were several attempts to save religious houses by petitioning the Crown to change them into secular colleges, which bore some fruit with fourteen new secular cathedrals and, briefly, the colleges of Thornton and Burton.​[8]​
The impression that colleges and monasteries were inherently rival institutions which, because they were so similar, tended to succeed only at the expense of the other is therefore a powerful one. Nevertheless, a simple dichotomy between a monastic high Middle Ages and a collegiate later Middle Ages does not quite hold. The work of John Blair in particular has revealed the continuing importance of minsters after the Norman Conquest, whereas we should not forget that a large number of colleges (approaching seventy-five foundations, although several of these were short-lived) were founded between the Conquest and 1300.​[9]​ Similarly, much recent research has stressed the continuing relevance of monasteries in late medieval England.​[10]​ It is the purpose of this essay, therefore, to examine to what extent and in what ways these two overriding perceptions – that colleges and monasteries were inherently similar and competitive institutions – are justified, in the hope of shedding light on the functions and appeal of both kinds of religious house in the later Middle Ages. It will be argued that late medieval colleges and monasteries, although similar in many respects, were not interchangeable and appealed to lay patrons in subtly different ways; and for this reason the two institutions were able to co-exist comfortably, and to flourish – or falter – simultaneously in late medieval England.

How much, then, did late medieval colleges and monasteries have in common? Certain parallels between these two kinds of religious house are immediately obvious. Both were essentially intercessory institutions, designed to pray for the souls of their founders and benefactors through a continuous round of services. Both were adopted by the elites as a means of personal or dynastic promotion and as mausolea.​[11]​ Moreover, late medieval colleges were in several ways more similar to monasteries than those founded in an earlier period. In contrast to the majority of older colleges, many fourteenth- and fifteenth-century foundations required from their staff continual residence and a considerable degree of claustration and common living.​[12]​ On the other hand, important differences between colleges and monasteries can also be cited. Collegiate staff were not required to take solemn vows, and so could always be expelled or leave voluntarily. They were allocated stipends for their work and could be fined for inadequate performance of the liturgy. And finally, the college was a much more flexible institution than the monastery, which was tied to a monastic rule and the statutes of its order. It is worth probing more deeply, therefore, into the apparent similarities between college and monastery in order to gauge how profound they really were.
The most revealing source we have for any comparison between late medieval colleges and monasteries are the statutes of collegiate foundations. Statutes, of course, show ideals that may not have been adhered to in practice: we know of several instances where a founder’s ordinances were replaced or simply disregarded.​[13]​ Comparison is also complicated by the diversity of collegiate and monastic foundation in late medieval England. Neither group was homogeneous, and even if we focus solely on late medieval chantry colleges there is still considerable variation in the degree to which they can be said to have resembled houses of monks or canons. A number of examples can be found of late medieval colleges where monastic influence appears to have been strong. Take, for example, the Northamptonshire college of Cotterstock, founded in 1339 by John Giffard, royal clerk and the master of St Leonard’s hospital in York.​[14]​ Giffard provided for a provost and twelve chaplains (a full convent), who were to serve a year’s probation before becoming full members of the college. Their communal meals were to be held in silence, with readings from the Bible or other sacred writings. The chaplains, moreover, were required to sleep in a common dormitory (without any division), with only the provost and the infirm permitted their own chambers: a practice that corresponds very closely to that found in Benedictine houses of this date.​[15]​ Daily chapter meetings were also to be held after morning mass, for the reading of the martyrology and the correction of staff. If any doubt remained about Giffard’s influences, the founder’s original royal licence for the college even specified that Cotterstock’s twelve chaplains were to be either ‘secular or religious’.​[16]​
	Other late medieval collegiate foundations required their staff to follow certain quasi-monastic practices. The chaplains of several colleges, including of St Elizabeth Winchester (founded in 1301), Bruisyard (1354) and Pleshey (1394) were required to sleep together in a common dormitory as well as to dine together each day.​[17]​ The statutes for Rushworth (founded in 1341-2) also provided for a daily chapter meeting, in which errant chaplains ‘should be corrected and absolved, by the master or his deputy … in the custom of the religious’; and new entrants at Tong (founded in 1410) were to be received as a ‘novice’ and only admitted permanently after a year of probation.​[18]​ The warden at Tong, moreover, was encouraged (in a manner reminiscent of St Benedict’s instructions for the behaviour of an abbot) ‘to set with utmost zeal an example of purity, sound doctrine, and patience ... that he may give an upright and fearless account concerning his way of life before God and man’. A similar requirement was made of the master of Arundel College (founded in 1380), whose deputy, the submaster, was called on to correct and reform the brethren in the manner of a claustral prior.​[19]​
In half a dozen further instances, the strong influence of monasticism on the mind of the founder is suggested by the subsequent conversion of the new college into a house of regulars. Edward I’s college at Kingston-upon-Hull was turned into a Franciscan friary apparently because of the unsuitable behaviour of the chaplains; whereas Sir Robert de Holland’s college at Upholland was made a Benedictine priory in 1319, after the secular canons were said to have deserted the house because of its uncongenial situation. Similar conversions took place at Maxstoke (in favour of Augustinian canons) in 1336, Edington (Bonhommes) in 1358 and Bruisyard (Franciscan nuns) in 1366. The college at Kirby Bellars was also re-founded as a house of Augustinian canons in 1359, owing to the founder’s difficulty in finding committed clergy to staff the house.​[20]​ The reasons for replacing chaplains with regulars in these houses were not uniform, although hints of the Gregorian topos of untrustworthy secular clergy can be discerned in some of the justifications given for the change. In any case, the fact that this transformation was so readily achieved – in most cases only a few years after the original foundation – indicates the continuing influence of the monastic model over the founders of these colleges.
In a number of these examples, the new monastery bore some resemblance to its collegiate predecessor. Sir William de Clinton’s foundation charter for Maxstoke Priory contained detailed instructions for the functioning of the new monastery, similar to the statutes provided for many late medieval colleges. These included stipulations about the habits to be worn by the canons and the kinds of recruits to be admitted, who were required to swear publicly that they would obey the ordinances of the house before profession.​[21]​ The ordinances for William of Edington’s foundation at Edington are even more reminiscent of late medieval collegiate statutes. They specified the liturgical routine and commemorative activities of the brethren in considerable detail, and there are again detailed stipulations about the character of incoming brethren (‘honest in morals, sufficiently educated, and able to give an assurance that they are not villeins, married men, debtors, infirm, or suffering from an incurable illness’). The Edington inmates, as was customary with the Bonhommes, were even known as rector and brethren rather than prior and canons.​[22]​
All this would seem to indicate a significant monastic influence on late medieval collegiate foundations, and vice versa. Yet we must be careful not to over-emphasise this influence. Apart from the obvious differences between colleges and monasteries that have already been cited, there are signs that the founders of collegiate churches just as often had the monastic model in front of them as something not to imitate but avoid. This was most obviously true with the founders’ almost universal concern that the college’s revenues should be not be diverted away from the institution’s primary purpose: masses and prayers for the soul of the founder and his associates, and attendant works of mercy. Almost every set of college statutes forbade the selling of corrodies and pensions, kinds of fund-raising particularly associated with the monastery, which could lead to indebtedness. Similarly, the late fourteenth-century statutes of Pleshey, along with many others, were determined to reduce the hospitality expenses that blighted monasteries, requiring that any member of the college who invited a guest to dine in the refectory should themselves fund the cost of the meal (at the rate of 2d. if eating at high table, and 1d. at the lower one), unless the guest was there ‘for the common benefit of college’.​[23]​ Several sets of statutes sought to reduce the sums spent on servants and the master’s stable, another common source of monastic excess: Fotheringhay was relatively generous in stipulating that only four or five servants were allowed in the college and that the master was to be restricted to three horses and a groom.​[24]​ Wary founders also laid down that the college’s revenues were to be administered internally and not put to any other uses during vacancies of the headship.​[25]​ Other implicit criticisms of monastic practice might be discerned in founders’ prescriptions for their colleges. The statutes of Arundel and Stoke by Clare, amongst others, prohibited hunting by members of college; moreover, detailed institutions in several sets of statutes entailing checks and balances on the powers of head of college may have been prompted, at least in part, by the status of the Benedictine abbot.​[26]​
	It must also be remembered that monasteries were not the only institutions from which founders of colleges could borrow. In his recent study of the statutes of academic colleges, Robert Swanson has stressed that while ‘life in a university college superficially matches a monastic existence … the parallels are imprecise’, with other models such as the fraternity, the mendicants and the collegiate church at least as important.​[27]​ At many colleges we find oaths of admission, curfews, common dining arrangements, sacrists and precentors; but there is little distinctively monastic about any of this, and these elements may just have easily been drawn from secular models, such as cathedrals or existing collegiate foundations (with St George’s, Windsor, particularly influential among later founders). Similar conclusions might be drawn regarding the dress code and the physical layout of many late medieval colleges. Although uniform dress was commonly required of the staff of a college, this was generally in the style of the secular clergy. A number of statutes specifically refer to cathedral clergy as the model for the college livery, as at Tong where the chaplains were to appear in choir ‘in black copes with surplices and black almices after the manner of the Vicars in the said church of Sarum’, and where the warden was permitted when appropriate to wear an almice ‘after the fashion worn by the Canons of the aforesaid Church of Sarum’.​[28]​ Many late medieval collegiate buildings, moreover, took a domestic form and even where cloisters are found, as at Fotheringhay and Westbury-upon-Trym, the immediate model may well again be the cathedral rather than the monastery.​[29]​
One final point worth noting is that the majority of instances of clear monastic influence over collegiate foundations cited above come from the fourteenth or early fifteenth centuries. Later sets of statutes, such as those for Richard III’s abortive college of Middleham, appear to borrow little directly from monastic practice.​[30]​ Fifteenth-century colleges were more likely to be associated with a religious guild (as at All Hallows Barking, Knowle or Newport), or to be conceived as an umbrella for local chantry foundations (Bury St Edmunds or Garlickhithe, London).​[31]​ Many later foundations, including Tattershall and Rotherham, also emphasise their charitable or educational role to a much greater extent than earlier colleges or monasteries.​[32]​ Equally, the differentiation of the collegiate membership into chaplains, clerks and choristers for liturgical purposes – so characteristic of larger fifteenth-century foundations (though not unknown in earlier colleges) – was a significant departure from the monastic model, with a prominent place in the community’s activities now being accorded to those in minor orders.​[33]​ Humanist influence on collegiate foundations, becoming stronger by the late fifteenth century, further accentuated this contrast.
	It would appear, therefore, that monastic influence on collegiate foundations gradually weakened as the later Middle Ages progressed. These institutions were still performing essentially similar functions, but the comparison becomes more superficial over time. On the other hand, there were also ways in which monasteries were coming to resemble colleges in late medieval England: for example, relaxation in the monastic diet to allow meat-eating, the increased domestication of claustral buildings and the introduction of pocket money (often including fines for misbehaviour).​[34]​ These developments, however, did not necessarily bring monastic practice into line with that of the college. The increased tendency, for example, of monks and nuns to dine separately or for senior members of the community to detach themselves from the common life had no collegiate equivalents. It is necessary, then, to exercise some caution before concluding that any relaxation in monastic standards can be equated with secular practices: we are in danger here of paying homage to the model of the college as a degenerate monastery. All this leads to the conclusion that the common statement that monasteries and colleges were very similar in the later Middle Ages should be refined. The collegiate foundations of the first two-thirds of the fourteenth century displayed considerable monastic influence, which characteristic helps to explain the number of colleges converted into monasteries in these years. This influence survived beyond 1400, but became gradually weaker as the fifteenth century progressed, whereas several other kinds of religious foundation also helped to shape the late medieval English college. It can be seen, then, that the importance of the monastic model on collegiate foundations can easily be exaggerated, and – despite some monastic ‘relaxation’ in the later Middle Ages – it would seem that colleges and monasteries were growing apart over this period.

This appears to confirm the familiar conclusion that monasteries were gradually losing influence in the later Middle Ages and were, by the fifteenth century, of limited interest to lay patrons.​[35]​ As we have seen, there can be no doubt that the college was the pre-eminent religious foundation in late medieval England. There is no need here to stress in any detail the reasons why colleges were preferred to monasteries in this period.​[36]​ Colleges were more malleable institutions, allowing founders the power to dictate precisely how they should function (including the optional addition of almshouse or school); they were considerably cheaper to establish, not least because they were able to optimise their endowments for the provision of intercessory prayer; they were much easier to personalise, with suffrages focused squarely on founders and their immediate circle; they were fashionable, particularly after the establishment of St George’s Windsor and St Stephen’s Westminster by Edward III in 1348; and, with the majority established in parish churches, colleges also provided late medieval elites with an overtly public arena for their commemoration.​[37]​ Clive Burgess has recently proposed another reason for the popularity of the collegiate model in the later Middle Ages: its association with England’s national religious identity in the era of the Hundred Years War.​[38]​ The majority of later medieval collegiate foundations adopted the Sarum use (a characteristically English liturgy), and many were associated with the Virgin and St George, England’s saintly protectors in the struggle with France. In contrast to the perceived internationalism of the monastic orders, this identification with Englishness might also recommend the college as an ideal intercessory foundation.
The popularity and importance of the college in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century England is therefore uncontested. Nevertheless, it might still be questioned whether the success of the late medieval college necessarily signifies the weakness of the monastery. Were these two institutions the great rivals they often appear to be? In seeking to answer this question (which constitutes the second main theme of this essay), we might start with the several instances where colleges were closely associated with monasteries, often at the behest of their founders. A number of colleges were located in very close proximity to a religious community, without any sign of tension. In the first half of the fourteenth century, small colleges were established actually within the precincts of the nunneries of Campsey Ash and Nunnaminster in Winchester, whereas a college was founded in the carnary house of Norwich Cathedral Priory by Bishop Salmon in 1316.​[39]​ The second or re-foundation of the college at Campsey Ash in 1390 provides a particularly interesting example of how collegiate and monastic establishments could dovetail, with its endowment provided ‘in aid of the maintenance of five chaplains, to celebrate divine service daily in the priory, and of two [additional] nuns, serving God there’. The nuns appear therefore to have been conceived as an integral part of the collegiate foundation, with the bishop of Norwich stipulating that any surplus income from the college should be assigned to the nunnery in order to maintain the two additional religious employed for this purpose. This arrangement was still in force in 1535.​[40]​
Another fourteenth-century foundation with strong monastic links was Tuxford College in Nottinghamshire, established by John de Lungevilers in the local parish church. After an attempt to set up the college on his own had failed, the founder granted the advowson of Tuxford church to the Augustinian priory of Newstead in Sherwood in 1357. In return, the canons were required to provide five chaplains to carry out the intercessory role of the college, three to be based at Tuxford and the other two within the priory itself.​[41]​ Other colleges became closely associated with monasteries in the fifteenth century. The thirteenth-century foundation of Lazenby in North Yorkshire was placed under the control of Jervaulx Abbey in 1443 by the archbishop of York and the college’s master, for financial reasons. Similarly, the son of the founder of Clifton College placed that institution under the supervision of Lenton Priory in c.1478, which was granted various lands and in return was to pay £10 per year to the warden of the college. The Tattershall statutes of c.1460 also stipulated that the third key to college’s common chest should be held by the abbot of Kirkstead, although this rather inconvenient arrangement was overturned in 1501.​[42]​ In the early sixteenth century, monks can even be found staffing colleges: the abbot of Rufford was appointed master of Staindrop College by Henry VII (during the minority of the patron) in 1505; and Archbishop Warham found monks of Boxley and Evesham in the college of Wingham during his visitation of 1511.​[43]​
An even closer connection between monastery and college existed at Hemingbrough in East Yorkshire, which was established by Durham Cathedral Priory in 1426 in order to augment the patronage at the monks’ disposal (already significant with its wealthy college of Howden).​[44]​ There were strong links, too, between Bredgar College in Kent and the cathedral priory at Canterbury, which entered into an agreement in 1398 for the monks to educate in their almonry school two clerks nominated by the college.​[45]​ Certain other colleges, such as Irthlingborough and Wye, were partly in the patronage of a monastery (Peterborough and Battle respectively) because the monks had owned the advowson of the church prior to its elevation to collegiate status: at Irthlingborough, the canons were appointed alternately by the monks of Peterborough and the lay patron, while at Wye the abbot of Battle selected the provost from a shortlist provided by the fellows of the college.​[46]​ There are, therefore, plenty of examples of colleges and monasteries supporting one another’s work in the later Middle Ages, and particularly of monastic supervision of secular foundations. These instances should not be given undue prominence, since they represent a fairly small proportion of total collegiate foundations in late medieval England. But they do suggest that rather than regarding colleges as a threat, monks, canons and nuns were more than happy to work alongside these secular institutions, just as they supported schools and hospitals in their patronage. Indeed, there is very little evidence of hostility between colleges and monasteries in the later middle ages, in stark contrast to the twelfth century when the question of celibacy in particular engendered strong feelings on both sides. Instead, apart from occasional disputes over property and jurisdiction (which were common between ecclesiastical institutions of all kinds), colleges and monasteries seem to have maintained good relations throughout the later Middle Ages.
If these institutions generally appear to have been on friendly terms, there nevertheless remain two important areas where competition might have existed: first, in attempts to attract the attention and patronage of benefactors, which was after all finite; and second, in the conversion of monasteries into colleges (and vice versa) in late medieval England. In a sense, of course, every ecclesiastical body was competing with every other for a slice of the available patronage. The endless search for financial support also pitted monastery against monastery and college against college. But, as historians of the parish and guild have concluded, this potential rivalry need not hinder one or other party unduly.​[47]​ The tremendous enthusiasm in late medieval England for financing prayers and masses to ease the passage of one’s soul through purgatory, and for securing the ‘increase of divine service’ for the benefit of the country at large, meant that there was a very large cake for intercessory institutions to share between them.​[48]​ Indeed, there was no inherent reason why a benefactor should not support monastery and college simultaneously, just as one might support the local parish and be a member of two or three guilds. Therefore, where an individual or family can be found establishing or patronising a college in late medieval England, it does not necessarily follow that they had accordingly lost interest in the family monastery. Edward III (St George’s Windsor, St Stephen’s Westminster, Dartford Priory and the Cistercian abbey of St Mary Graces in London) and Nicholas de Cantilupe (Cantilupe College, Lincoln and Beauvale Charterhouse) were unique in founding both monasteries and colleges in late medieval England. But we might also consider the motivations of Henry, third Lord Percy, whose executors established at his instructions the college of Kirkby Overblow in 1362. In this unusual foundation, three members of the college were to celebrate for the founder in his castle chapel at Alnwick, and another chaplain in York Minster. But it is clear that this college was not intended to replace the Percies’ main monastic foundation at Alnwick, since Henry was buried in the abbey there.​[49]​
Other college founders do not seem to have envisaged their foundation as a replacement of the monasteries in their patronage so much as an addition to their family’s religious portfolio. The de la Pole family, for instance, founded three major religious institutions in the later Middle Ages, Hull Charterhouse, Wingfield College and the almshouse at Ewelme. Yet the family can be seen patronising all three houses together, all of which served as family maulsolea.​[50]​ The Hungerfords, too, although founding several secular chantries, a hospital and an almshouse in the later Middle Ages, continued to provide for intercession from a wide variety of monasteries throughout this period.​[51]​ A similar pattern can be seen with the Stafford family. Anne, countess of Stafford, daughter and main heiress of Thomas of Woodstock, was a generous benefactor to both her father’s foundation of Pleshey College and also to Llanthony Secunda Priory. Her son, the first duke of Buckingham, gave considerable support to both Pleshey and Maxstoke Priory, whereas the second duke, or his wife, played a central role in the foundation of Buckingham College, Cambridge, for the use of Benedictine monk-students.​[52]​
Colleges and monasteries, then, could be supported simultaneously; and for the de la Poles and other noble families, it was valuable to have an intercessory institution at each of their major residences. It is also worth emphasising that the benefits of patronage over monasteries and different kinds of college were not at all uniform. Patronal rights over colleges, in particular, might vary considerably. Some late medieval colleges, such as the Lancastrian Newarke and the Mortimers’ Stoke by Clare, were designed according to the old cathedral model, with prebends and sizeable salaries for semi-resident heads. Such colleges provided useful positions for clerks in one’s service.​[53]​ The majority of later founders, however, rejected this model, preferring the employment of permanently resident chaplains to pray for their souls to the patronal possibilities of canonries. Chantry colleges and almshouses could still be used to support elderly servants and retainers, as at the earls of Westmorland’s foundation of Staindrop, which included provision for six esquires and six gentlemen;​[54]​ but in general, patronal rights over chantry colleges were relatively limited. Rights of hospitality and custody were strictly curtailed in order to prevent the diversion of resources away from intercession. Several founders (including those of Fotheringhay and Rushworth) also laid down that the heads of their colleges should be elected freely without any patronal influence, although others wished to retain some control over this important appointment.​[55]​ Bishop Drokensford’s confirmation of Sir John Beauchamp’s foundation of the college of Stoke sub Hamdon even stipulated that the patron was not to send horses, dogs or birds to the college for feeding or care against the chaplains’ will.​[56]​
As a result, the rights accompanying patronage of a monastery were often much more substantial than those for many colleges. These included custody during vacancies, the right to grant licence for monastic elections (which could potentially allow some say over the choice of superior) and regular access to the house’s hospitality.​[57]​ Moreover, since houses of monks and canons were much more likely to be centres of intellectual life than chantry colleges, they were also able to provide intellectual services for their patrons, such as the writing of dynastic histories.​[58]​ And although the college played a more prominent educational role in fifteenth-century England than the monastery, it was generally to the latter that late medieval nobility sent their own children for education.​[59]​ In other words, although the monastic model was too expensive and independent to commend itself to the majority of those seeking to make new foundations in late medieval England, these very characteristics could make existing houses an attractive proposition for patrons.
	The benefits proceeding from the patronage of colleges and monasteries might differ in other ways. The establishment of a secular college, with its exclusive association with the founder’s family, provided an untrammelled opportunity for demonstrations of dynastic power, status and piety, with carefully co-ordinated displays of tombs, armorials and insignia.​[60]​ Patronage of a monastery, however, might bring another form of prestige, connected with the antiquity and wealth of the institution. This was particularly true if the religious house concerned were closely associated with one’s own ancestors or important tenurial predecessors. The self-conscious identification with previous holders of a barony could bring prestige and legitimacy, and might offer an incentive for switching burial place away from traditional family mausolea, as with the Howard adoption of Thetford on becoming dukes of Norfolk. Patronal associations with a monastery therefore carried particular historical associations and resonances that might appeal to benefactors. Indeed, it is clear that late medieval monasteries recognised and sought to exploit this fact as a means of maintaining lay support. Benedictine houses, in particular, took particular care to stress their antiquity and their associations with prestigious patrons of old. Houses in the Crown’s patronage sought to emphasise their historical (or mythical) royal connections by constructing lavish new tombs, as at Glastonbury (Edgar), Gloucester (Osric) or Malmesbury (Aethelstan) in the later Middle Ages.​[61]​ Monasteries also drew attention to their reassuringly long-standing service of patrons and benefactors through chronicles and foundation histories, tabulae set up in their churches and ostentatious heraldic displays. Ancient associations with patron saints were similarly emphasised in works of art and newly commissioned vernacular histories, in order to publicise the pedigree and sanctity of the institution.​[62]​
	Alongside the different resonances for dynastic association offered by college and monastery, some distinction might also be drawn between the suffrages provided by these institutions. Collegiate suffrages were tightly focused on the founder and his family, with their statutes designed to maximise the intercessory potential of the institution, and customised to meet the particular devotional preferences of the patron. 
The spiritual services performed by monasteries were less targeted, but potentially more far-reaching. A fifteenth-century document detailing the reception of new patrons at the Benedictine Marrick Priory outlines succinctly what the nuns thought they could offer their ‘founder’ in return for his protection of the house. They guaranteed a share ‘of all owre praers, suffragys and good dedis done and to be done nott onelie in this place butt allso in all places of owre ordre’, comprising not only of divine service, but also their ‘alumsdedis, wattchyngis, dissiplyns, corrections, redyngis, meditacions, contemplacions with all other devout and meritoryous actis done and to be done in the hole ordre.’​[63]​ The patron of the house would therefore benefit not only from the prayers of the convent, but also from their devotional practice replicated and multiplied throughout the entire order of which they were part.
It is not difficult, therefore, to see why individuals and families should value association with both colleges and monasteries, seeking the subtly different spiritual and secular services provided by each institution. Indeed it might even be suggested that these two ‘packages’ complemented one another rather well, with the economical and personalised provision of the college set against the less targeted but more wide-ranging services offered by the monastery, clearly of another vintage. Such complementarity also helps to explain why so many different kinds of intercessory institution were able to co-exist in late medieval England: a more plausible explanation than the common assumption that the popularity of one kind of institution must indicate the obsolescence of another, with pre-Reformation England accordingly burdened by an ever growing number of outdated religious foundations. The continued appeal to aristocratic patrons of both colleges and monasteries can also be seen in the patterns of burial choices outlined in Joel Rosenthal’s study of the religion of the late medieval English nobility. In the fourteenth century, 48 per cent of peers were buried in monasteries, compared to 26 per cent in ‘secular’ sites (that is, colleges and parish churches together) and 18 per cent in mendicant houses; whereas in the fifteenth century, 39 per cent were buried in monasteries and secular places alike and 15 per cent in houses of friars.​[64]​ These figures suggest that monastic efforts to emphasise their historical associations met some success with the nobility, the social group most likely to value evidence of pedigree.
There is good reason to conclude, therefore, that colleges and monasteries were able to thrive simultaneously in late medieval England. The popularity of the chantry college undoubtedly drew patronage away from more traditional forms of religious house, but the resulting decline in lay support for the monastic order should not be exaggerated. The redistribution of monastic property to collegiate foundations in the later Middle Ages was also relatively limited. As Benjamin Thompson has shown, the re-use of alien priory property, with much of it allocated to secular colleges, indicates clearly the religious interests and priorities of the fifteenth-century aristocracy when given free rein. However, as I have argued elsewhere, there was considerable reluctance to close down monasteries in late medieval England, partly through a belief that traditionally cenobitic sites should retain that character.​[65]​ The case for dissolving the alien priories could be made for patriotic reasons, and by claiming, quite justly, that the majority were mere depots rather than genuine religious houses. But it was not so straightforward to suppress monasteries at other times, in part because the monastic tradition was still valued. There was firm resistance to Bishop Waynflete’s attempts to close down monasteries for Magdalen College, Oxford, whereas plans for St Gregory’s College in Sudbury to absorb the small cell of Westminster Abbey in that town came to nothing.​[66]​ Indeed, it was considerably more common in fifteenth-century England for collapsed priories to pass under the control of other monasteries than to come into the hands of secular colleges. It is also significant that in the only two instances where there was a straight substitution of non-academic college for monastery in late medieval England – Arundel and Stoke by Clare – there was an earlier collegiate tradition at the site, to which the Fitzalans and Mortimers could appeal when petitioning for the conversion.​[67]​
	This concern with the tradition of a particular site – the feeling that it mattered what kind of clergy performed intercession at a specific location – also supports the contention that some distinction was drawn between the prayers of regular and secular clergy. This brings us back to the question of whether late medieval monasteries and colleges were interchangeable. It has been argued above that, judging from surviving college statutes, these institutions were becoming less similar over time. It would also appear that the patronal benefits offered by colleges and monasteries differed in a number of ways, both in terms of their suffrages and the wider services they could provide. Late medieval colleges and monasteries clearly had much in common, and served many of same basic functions. But it would appear that they were sufficiently distinctive to be able to co-exist happily: a conclusion which explains why there was no obvious rivalry between these two kinds of religious house in late medieval England, since the success of one did not preclude the continuing importance of the other.
This essay has focused mainly on the nobility in the discussion of lay patronage; and it may be that only the wealthiest patrons were able to afford wholehearted support of multiple foundations. If we broaden our parameters, there is some reason to believe that different groups of people had preferences for different kinds of religious institution. Several late medieval colleges were founded by the gentry and the urban elites, but judging from their bequests and choices of burial site these groups do not seem to have taken a particularly strong interest in monasteries –
with the partial exception of the Carthusians and certain nunneries.​[68]​ However, if we consider groups further down the social spectrum, it appears that monasteries more than held their own. Apart from the important cults based in St George’s Windsor and in Eton College, very few colleges were associated with pilgrimage. In contrast, monasteries of all sizes sponsored successful saint cults, and appealed widely to popular piety in this way.​[69]​ Similarly, a good deal more evidence survives for monastic confraternities, which seem to have had a broad appeal, than for guilds attached to colleges.​[70]​ It is also noticeable – though not easy to explain – that monasteries were much more popular recipients of bequests in wills than colleges. In the probate registers of the diocese of York, monasteries were mentioned in about seventeen per cent of wills between 1520 and 1535, but bequests to colleges were extremely rare; and a similar pattern can be seen in the wills from late medieval Norwich.​[71]​ If we look beyond the concerns of the nobility, then, what we find is not that monasteries were losing relevance or being replaced by colleges. Rather, colleges and monasteries can be seen appealing to different constituencies within late medieval society in different ways. And for this reason above all, these two institutions look far from interchangeable.
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